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Welcome to the Escape Room Challenge Cookie Rising and Cookie Safety for 
Guides/Pathfinders/Rangers.  This was created as a way for girls to learn 
about our official fundraiser in a fun interactive way.   
 
These activities can be done individually or in patrols.   Each girl/patrol needs 
a copy of the fill in answer sheet.    Depending on if you have each group do 
the activities together or if you allow them to divide and conqueror the 
activity will take between 30mins – 1 hour.   
 
Task 1 cut apart and mix up the timeline cards ahead of time.  It works best if 
you have enough sets of instructions and sets of cards for each group.   
 
Task 2 each group/person should have their own copy of this as they will   
write directly on this sheet.  
 
Task 3 Place the information sheets that are at the back of the booklet 
around the room for the girls to find the answers. Each person/Group should 
have their own copy of the crossword as they will write directly on this sheet.  
 
Task 4: This task will require a person who is not part of the game to read the 
True and False questions to the participants (ie a Leader).  If you are running 
this as a challenge to see which team can make it to the end first….use the 
True/False cards at the back of this booklet.  For the cards…each 
participant/group receives one of each.  They will hold up the answer they 
believe is correct after it has been read.  This allows each group to answer 
the trivia at the same time.  If a group arrives after other groups have already 
begun answering questions they can join in.  This task is completed then the 
group has earned all 6 cards and found their hidden word.. 
 
Once an individual /group has completed the challenge you can confirm your 
answers using the attached answer sheets. 
 
Hope you enjoy this activity.  If you have any questions please contact me 
Elisha Hardwick  elishahardwick@Hotmail.com 



TASK 1: Timeline Challenge Keywords 

Answer Sheet 

TASK 4:  Putting the Pieces together 

1. 

3. 

5. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

7. 8. 

TASK 2: Picture Perfect 

Start at the left box to fill in the answers.  Note there will be empty 
space at the end for some boxes 

1. 2. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
4   7  8   6   5  3   2   1  

Keyword: 

Use the shaded letters to find the key word. 

Copy the keywords from the back of the completed puzzle. 

TASK 3: Crossword 



Task #1: 
 

Timeline Challenge 

1. To complete this task, you must find twelve timeline challenge cards.  

 

2. Put them in order by date in which they happened. 

 

3.  Once they are in order enter the letters in the order into the answer boxes on your sheet.  

You will form 3 words.   

Example: 

Task #2: 
 

Picture Perfect 

To reveal the key for this task, you’ll need to correctly figure out the empty blank in each 

question using the picture hint. 

 

1. On your answer sheet, write the words into the corresponding box. Start from the left for 

each character, with one letter per box. Some names will have unused boxes. 

 

2.   The shaded letters spell out a mystery word. This is the key. 

 

(In this example, D would be 

one of the letters in the key.) 

S A M P S O N 

Example: 

(In this example, A would be one of the 

letters in the key.) 

D. TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

1910 Girl Guides Began. 



Task #3: 
 

Crossword 

Task #4: 
 

Putting the Pieces 
together 

To reveal the key for this task, you’ll need to correctly solve the crossword puzzle. 

 

1. When you have completed the crossword puzzle.  Find your keyword by placing the 

corresponding shaded letter on the dashed line.   

2. The answers can be found on the info sheets around the area. 

1. To complete this task, you must answer true and false questions on the information you 

have learnt about Girl Guide Cookies and Cookie Safety. 

 

2. For every correct answer you will earn a piece of the puzzle.   When you have all 6 pieces 

put them in the correct order. 

 

3.  Once they are in order there will be a message on the back..copy this to the answer sheet.   



O. 

A. 

L. TIMELINE CHALLENGE TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

C. 

O. 

H. 

C. 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE T. 
In 1966 GGC changed  back to the classic 

vanilla and chocolate cookies we all have come 
to love! 

In celebration of the Canadian Centennial in 
1967 GGC centennial cookies are sold. 

 
. 

In 1927 Christina Riepsamen and the 4th Regina 
Guide Company bake cookies to raise funds for 
camping. Cookies are sold for $0.10 per dozen. 
Two years later Guides of Canada begins selling 
cookies as the official fundraising activity for the 

organization 
 

Cookies are made with fruits, nuts and spices. 
The recipe is lost when production ceases in 

1941 due to the War. 

Vanilla creme, maple cream, and shortbread 
cookies are offered starting in 1946. 

In 1949, Ontario begins province-wide sales. The 
cookies are made by Barker-Bredin and are a 

trefoil-shaped Scotch-crunch cookie. 

By 1953 a box of 24 cookies is 35 cents. The 
sandwich-type cookie, in vanilla & chocolate, is 

introduced  

The supplier changes to Christie's in 1960. They 
make a special sugar-topped cookie to celebrate 

the 50th Jubilee of Guiding in Canada 



I. 

L. 

L. TIMELINE CHALLENGE TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

E. 

A. 

V. 

N. 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE TIMELINE CHALLENGE 

In 1991, during the 
Gulf War, every 

Canadian soldier is 
given a box of GGC 

cookies upon arrival 
in Saudi Arabia 

Former Girl Guide 
and Canadian 

astronaut Roberta 
Bondar juggles Girl 

Guide cookies in  
Space in 1992 

Chocolate mint cookies were introduced in 1993 
starting in Ontario.  Two years later in 1995 they  

are sold in all provinces across Canada 

All classic chocolate and 
vanilla and chocolatey 

mint cookies are 
produced  by Dare in a 

nut-free and peanut -free 
bakery starting in 2003 

In celebration of our 100th anniversary of Guiding… 
in 2010 a special 100th anniversary 

commemorative box is produced. The classic 
chocolate and vanilla cookies are now 0 g trans fat 

per serving. 
 

1988 – Peanut Butter cookies are offered for one 
year only. 

1985 -- Special cookies to celebrate 75 years 
of Guiding in Canada 

. 

2014 Girl Guide classic 
chocolate and vanilla 

cookies are certified as 
Kosher. 

TIMELINE CHALLENGE A. 



1. When selling cookies, a girl should always have a                    _ _ _ _ _ on her face.  

 

2. When going door to door, girls should obey all street signs including                         _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ 

and use the crosswalks . 

 

3. You should know how to make change when selling boxes of cookies and handling   

                         _ _ _ _ _ from customers.  

 

 
4.     There are 12 boxes in one                       _ _ _ _ of cookies. 

 
 
5.     For all those who might be allergic you can let you customers know that our cookies are  
                                 _ _ _ _ _ _ free! 
 
 
6.    Girls should always go selling with other girls or be accompanied by an                      _ _ _ _ _ . 

 

 

7.     When going door to door and you need something to help move the cases of cookies it is helpful    

         to use a                              _ _ _ _ _. 

 

8.   Selling cookies means you are representing Girl Guides so you should have on your 

                                 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ when you are out and about.  

   PICTURE PERFECT Task #2: 
 



CROSSWORD Task #3: 
 

Keywords:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _      _ _ _ _   
4    5     12   7   10   6   13   1     9    8              3     2   11    1 

Across 
5. Guides and Pathfinders have this many  cookie rising 
     badges they can earn. 
6. Always sell cookies during these hours 
9. $0 .75 to the Ontario Council _________ fee subsidy      
     fund 
11. How many dozen cookies could you buy for $1.00 in  
       1927. 
12. 40-79 Cases of cookies sold over the 2 campaigns 
      will result in you earning a gift card for this place 
13. This should always co me first when it comes to 
       cookie selling. 

Down 
1. Girl Guide cookies have their own ________account 
2. Current price o f cookies is this many dollars. 
3. The top tip for selling cookies is always to do this. 
4. ½ a teaspoon of this was in the original cookie recipe 
7. Selling 7-14 Cases over the 2 campaigns will earn you 
one o f these. 
8. In 1969 a box o f cookies cost this many cents. 
10. Ask customers if they would like to help _______ Girl 
Guides to remind them this is a fundraiser 

3 

8 

12 

7 

9 

11 

5 

6 

10 

13 

2 1 

4 



1. Cookie All Stars is the cookie program that allows girls to earn rewards and recognition for selling 
cookies.  (True) 
 

2. When  going door–to-door it is ok to go into a stranger’s home if  they ask you to. (False) 
 

3. When approached by a person in a car while out door-to-door cookie selling it is ok for a girl to 
approach the vehicle and sell to them.  (False..you should never approach a vehicle). 
 

4. The correct change is $5.00 if a person is buying 3 boxes of cookies and gives you $20.00.  (True) 
 

5. $11.00 is minimum amount of money that every unit is guaranteed to make on a case of cookies. 
(True) 
 

6. In 1927 the first cookies were first sold by Girl Guides by a unit in Ontario .  (False it was in Regina SK) 
 

7. The one Cookie Rising badge for the brownies is a badge with an owl on it. (True) 
 

8. Roberta Bondar is the astronaut who juggled  Girl Guide cookies in space in 1992.  (True) 
 

9. Our cookies are both Kosher and  Peanut/Nut Free.  (True) 
 

10. Our current cookie supplier is Mr Christie.  (False) 
 

11. During the Gulf War each Canadian solider received a box of Girl Guide cookies upon arrival in Saudi 
Arabia.  (True) 
 

12. For Cookie All Stars the biggest prize is received for selling 80+ cases of cookies.  (True) 
 

13. Trip units make $13.75/case no matter how many they sell.  (True) 
 

14. One of the ingredients in the original cookie was Cocoa.  (False) 
 

15. The cookie price went from $3.00 to $4.00 in the 1980’s. (False) 
 

True or False Questions:   
(Read the following questions to the girls…for ever correct answer they will receive one piece 
of the puzzle…when they have received all 6 you can put your puzzle together.  The final 
answer is on the back. 

Instructions:  For this task you must answer 
a series of trivia on Girl Guide Cookies.  For 
every right answer you will receive a piece 
of the puzzle.  When you have 6 pieces you 
will need to put them together.    Putting the Pieces 

Together 

Task #4 
 



True False 

True False 

True False 

True False 



*Print this and the next page as a single double sided page* 

   Putting the Pieces Together Puzzle  Task #4 
 



G
et Sellin

g 

*Print this and the previous page as a single double sided page* 



Info Sheets to 
place around the 

area 



1927:  Cookies are sold for $0.10 per dozen. 
1928-1948:  $0.25/box 
1949 -1956  $0.35/box 
1957 -1965 $0.40/box 
1966 -1967  $0.45/box 
1968- 1974 $0.50/box 
1975 - 1977 $0.75/box 
1978 - 1979 $1.00/box  
1980 - 1981  $1.25/box 
1982 - 1983  $1.50/box 
1984 - 1985  $1.75/box  
1986 - 1987  $2.00/box  
1988 - 1990  $2.25/box  
1991 - 1994  $2.50/box  
1995 - 2001  $3.00/box  
2002   $3.50/box  
2003 – 2011 $4.00/box  
2012 –present $5.00/box  
 

Cookie Prices 
Thru the Years 



Cookie Selling Safety Tip Sheet  
 
No matter how much fun you have selling cookies, remember that safety always 
comes first!  
 
1. Show you’re a Girl Guide - Be in full uniform to identify yourself as a Girl Guide 

when you’re out selling cookies  
 

2. Must sell with adults - Adults must accompany Girl Guides at all times when 
they are selling, whether at a cookie booth or in any public place  
 

3. Buddy up - Use the buddy system so that you have a friend with you when 
selling  
 

4. Sell before dark – Do your sales during the daylight hours  
 

5. Always be street-wise- Become familiar with the areas and neighbourhoods 
where you will be selling Girl Guide cookies  
 

6. Do not enter - Never enter into a home or car of the person you are selling to; 
avoid going into alleys  
 

7. Road safety - Always follow safe pedestrian practices, especially when crossing 
an intersection or walking along roadways  
 

8. Money safety- Always plan ahead when dealing with money. Avoid walking 
around with large amounts. Give the money to your adult supervisor who will 
deposit it into the unit’s account right away  
 

9. Protect yourself- Girls’ home addresses and email addresses should never be 
provided to customers. Give the customer a brochure that has all the Girl 
Guides of Canada information on it as well as contact information in case they 
have any questions or requests for more cookies  



Christina Riespman’s  
1927 Girl Guide  
Cookie Recipe  
 
Ingredients: 
 
1 cup butter 
1 cup sugar 
3 Eggs 
2 tablespoons cream 
Pinch of salt 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
2 tablespoons baking powder 
½ teaspoon ground cardamom 
3 or more cups flour to make soft dough 
 
Directions:  
 
•Cream butter and sugar, 
•Beat in eggs and cream 
•Combine salt, baking soda, baking powder, cardamom and flour 
•Sift dry into wet ingredients and mix into dough. 
•Roll and cut, using a small floured glass or cookie cutter 
•Sprinkle with sugar, then bake at moderate heat, until done. 
•Enjoy! 



Cookie Breakdown 
 
Cookies sell for $5.00 per box and $60.00 per case. 
 
From each case of cookies sold profits are distributed the 
following way: 
$11.00-13.75 to the Unit 
$0.75 to the Ontario Council membership fee subsidy fund 
$21.75-19.00 to Ontario Council 
$4.75 to the National level of GGC 
$21.75 to Dare 
 
Here are the new payment tiers and payment amounts that 
are now in effect: 
Cases Per Girl Unit Average Allocation Per Case  
0 - 1.99 cases $11.00  
2 - 2.99 cases $11.50  
3 - 3.99 cases $12.25 
4 - 4.99 cases $12.75  
5+ cases $13.25  
Trefoil Guilds $11.00 (standardized rate for all cases)  
Trip units $13.75 (standardized rate for all cases) 

 

Cookies became the official fundraiser for Girl Guides in 1929. 
 

25% of all money fundraised must come from cookies.  
 

For example, if you are planning an event that costs $200 and you plan to 
fundraise the maximum amount,  you can fundraise 90% ($180) of the total cost 

and 10% ($20.00) must come from your own money. 
 

Of the $180, at least 25% ($45) must be raised through cookie sales. 
 

The Guaranteed Unit Amount for every unit in Canada is a minimum of $11/case. 

 



Cookie All Stars is Girl Guides of Canada's exciting cookie selling 
rewards initiative, where girls earn amazing rewards for 

achieving exceptional cookie sales and are recognized for 
achieving their own individual selling goals as well as with their 

Unit. Cookie All Stars encourages girls to reach for the stars! 
 

Here's how the initiative works: 
•  Cookie All Stars rewards total cookie sales throughout each 
    Guiding season, from the fall chocolatey mint campaign  
    through to the spring classic cookie campaign.  
•  The Guiders keep track of the number of cases of cookies 
    each girl sells throughout the year.  
•  Rewards are delivered to the girls following completion of the       
    spring classic cookie campaign.  
 
What rewards can girls earn for  
their cookie selling efforts?  
7‐14 cases            Crest  
15‐29 cases           Crest + $25 movie voucher  
30‐39 cases           Crest + $75 Chapters/Indigo gift card  
40‐79 cases           Crest + $125 Amazon gift card  
80 + cases  Crest + Camp Kit (approx. value $300)  
  or $250 Amazon gift card  
*Please note rewards are subject to change  



This program is designed to better integrate cookie selling into regular Girl Guides of 
Canada-Guides du Canada programming, while helping girls develop important life 
skills through fun activities that will enhance their skill level in a cumulative way.  

Cookie Rising Badge Program 



Getting Ready to Sell – Selling Tips for Girls  
• SMILE!  
• Use please and thank you, even if the person does not buy.  
• Know your cookie facts.  
• Know your safety rules.  
• Wear your uniform.  
• Have money on hand to make change, and know how to count it out.  
• Ask customers if they would like to help support the Girl Guides of Canada. It helps to remind 
people this is a fundraiser to support you and your fellow Guiders with Guiding activities.  
• Write down the addresses of potential customers that were not home and try again later.  
• Re-visit customers that purchased at the beginning of the campaign to ask if they would like to 
purchase more cookies before they are all gone until next year!  
• Post a sign-up sheet at a workplace/business. A picture of you or your unit on the poster will 
help people to see who they are supporting. **All parents must give permission to post picture.  
• Hand out thank you cards, recipe cards, bookmarks, and cards as tokens of appreciation for 
supporting Girl Guides of Canada.  
•Get your cookie booths noticed!  Did you know that GGC Cookies has their own twitter 
account?  Tag them on Twitter to let everyone know where you will be. @girlguidecookie 

  
 Have you tried…  

• Singing a cookie sales jingle to your potential customers?  
• Making a giant cookie costume or wearable sign?  
• Decorating your booth, wagon, or car with Girl Guide posters, empty cookie boxes, 
brochures and badges?  
• Organizing a Cookie blitz with your Unit or other Units in your area?  
• Contacting local businesses to see if they would like to buy cookies to serve at meetings, or 
to give out as thank you gifts to their clients and staff?  
• Setting up a booth in a public hot spot, like a mall or a local craft sale, or during sporting 
events?  
• Reminding customers that Girl Guide cookies make a great gift for friends, family and co-
workers?  
• Displaying cookie recipes and cookie crafts while you are selling?  

 
Remember…  

• Safety First  
• Be Polite  
• Be Prepared  
• Be Creative  
• Have Fun!  

 
Good Luck and Happy Selling! 

Tips for Selling 



ANSWERS 



TASK 1: Timeline Challenge 

Answer Sheet 

1. 

3. 

5. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

7. 8. 

TASK 3: Picture Perfect 

Start at the left box to fill in the answers.  Note there will be empty 
space at the end for some boxes 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
4   7  8   6   5  3   2   1  

Keyword: 

Use the shaded letters to find the key word. 

C A RD AMOM 

S   M   I    L   E S    T  O   P   S    I    G   N   S 

M  O  N   E   Y C   A   S   E 

P   E   A  N   U   T A   D  U   L   T 

W  A  G   O  N U   N   I    F   O  R   M 

1. 2. C  H   O  C    O  L    A   T    E V   A   N   I    L    L   A 

TASK 4:  Putting the Pieces together 

Copy the keywords from the back of the puzzle. 

G      E      T              S      E     L       L     I       N      G 

TASK 3: Crossword 

C      H     O     C     O      L      A     T      E      Y            M    I       N     T 



1. When selling cookies, a girl should always have a                    _ _ _ _ _ on her face.  

 

2. When going door to door, girls should obey all street signs including                  _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ and 

use the crosswalks . 

 

3. You should know how to make change when selling boxes of cookies and handling   

                         _ _ _ _ _  from customers.  

 

 
4.  There are 12 boxes in one                       _ _ _ _    of cookies. 

 
 
5.  For all those who might be allergic you can let you customers know that our cookies are  
                                 _ _ _ _ _ _   free! 
 
 
6.  Girls should always go selling with other girls or be accompanied by an                 _ _ _ _ _ . 

 

7.     When going door to door and you need something to help move the cases of cookies it is helpful    

         to use a                              _ _ _ _ _. 

 

8. Selling cookies means you are representing Girl Guides so you should have on your 

                                 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ when you are out and about.  

   PICTURE PERFECT 
ANSWERS 

Task #2: 
 

S M I L E 

S T O P    S I G N S 

M O N E Y     

C A S E 

P E A N U T 

ADULT 

WAGON 

U N I F O R M 



CROSSWORD Task #3: 
 

Keywords:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _      _ _ _ _   
4    5     11   7   10   6   13   1     9    8              3     2   12    1 

 C H O C O L A T E Y        M I N T 

3 

8 

11 

7 

9 

12 

5 

6 

10 

13 

2 1 

4 

T 
W 
I 
T 
T 
E 
R 
 

F 
I 
V 
E 

S 
M 
I 
L 
E 

C 
A 
R 
D 
A 
M 
O 
M 

C 
R 
E 
S 
T 

F 
I 
F 
T 
Y 

S 
U 
P 
P 
O 
R 
T 

H    R        E 
D          Y          I      G    H 

E    M   B          R          H          P 

E    N 

 S    A    F     E          Y 

A   M   A   Z         N 

Across 
5. Guides and Pathfinders have this many  cookie rising 
     badges they can earn. (THREE) 
6. Always sell cookies during these hours (DAYLIGHT) 
9. $0 .75 to the Ontario Council _________ fee subsidy      
     fund (MEMBERSHIP) 
11. How many dozen cookies could you buy for $1.00 in  
       1927. (TEN) 
12. 40-79 Cases of cookies sold over the 2 campaigns 
      will result in you earning a gift card for this place   
     (AMAZON) 
13. This should always co me first when it comes to 
       cookie selling. (SAFETY) 

Down 
1. Girl Guide cookies have their own ________account 
(TWITTER) 
2. Current price o f cookies is this many dollars. (FIVE) 
3. The top tip for selling cookies is always to do this. (SMILE) 
4. ½ a teaspoon of this was in the original cookie recipe 
(CARDAMOM) 
7. Selling 7-14 Cases over the 2 campaigns will earn you 
one o f these. (CREST) 
8. In 1969 a box o f cookies cost this many cents. (FIFTY) 
10. Ask customers if they would like to help _______ Girl 
Guides to remind them this is a fundraiser (SUPPORT) 


